The city of Marseille is looking for a volunteer (civic service) for its
library Department
The volunteer will be a cultural youth mediator and participate to the organization of cultural
mediation activities for youngsters with the Library Department of the City of Marseille.
ACTIVITIES
1- Allow youngsters to discover and invite them to participate to the structures cultural actions.
2- Accompany the audience for their time-management in the library by making them aware of the
youth littérature: individual and collective reading of reference books already selected by the librarians.
3- Participating into the groups receiving: classes, leisure centers, nurseries…
4- Proposing activities within the goal of encouraging people to discover the collections selected by the
librarians.
5- Maximizing the utilsation of the libraries ressources, especially to help them to do their schoolwork,
and to discover the digital ressources of the office in order to foster these ressources mediation.
REQUIRED COMPÉTENCES AND QUALITIES
There is no required competences, we will select the volunteers on motivation. The ability to use the
digital tools will be a plus though, just like French bases.
- Taste for the reading universe and for cultural actions
- Taste for intergenerational and intercultural relations
- Sense of initiative
- Autonomy into the activities organization
- Facility for teamwork
CONDITIONS Be between 18 and 25 years old
Due to Marseilles twinnings, the volunteer has to come from one of these urban areas : Glasgow
(United Kingdom); Antwerp (Belgium); Copenhagen (Denmark); Genova (Italy); Limassol (Cyprus);
Varna (Bulgaria); Gdansk (Poland).
Volunteering schedule :
- Timetable : 32H/week
- From 11AM to 7PM, 4 days a week (most likely Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday).
Material Conditions :
- The volunteer will get 472€ a month + 107€ in nature (local transport, meals...) and a help of 250€
at the beginning of his activities.
-Eurocircle will support the volunteer to get an accommodation in Marseille with other volunteers or
young people.
- Beginning of the activities: november, for 6 months.

« Service civique/ civic service » is a voluntary programme set up by the French Government. It is a
voluntary commitment. It’s aims is to reinforce national cohesion and social diversity. The volunteers
choose to carry out a community service assignment for at least six months (until 12 months). They can
help in the sector like social issues, solidarity, humanitarians’ action, health, environmental protection,
popular education, sciences, sport, culture, remembrance and citizenship, emergency services…
More info on : http://www.service-civique.gouv.fr/

